
27th September 2018  
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
04:00 
 
Gary added you on Messenger. 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
07:45 
 
What do you do? 
 
Should I tell you what I do? 
 
---------------------------  
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
09:25 
 
Destroying "The System" and replacing it with Kindom, basically exposing definitions 
for what they really are.  
 
Example...  
 
Steel be with you wrote 4 hours ago "If The United States of America was behind 9/11, 
why would they kill thousands of their own people?"  
 
----- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Freemasons (they come from all races, cultures, creeds, titles, status, standings, etc) 
initiated above the show pony, benevolent levels of Rotary, Lions Club, etc, are now 
under oaths of death and destruction (careers, status, titles, family, etc), where they 
have placed their allegiance to their brotherhoods, sisterhoods, sororities, fraternities, 
etc, etc, well above their service/love/duty/devotion to their families, careers, position, 
businesses they work for, loved ones, etc, and inside this International Cabal that ties 
into Jesuits, Roman Catholic Church, Church Of England, Royal Families Of Europa, 
the aristocracy of a one bloodline family (who all go back to Charlemagne/Charles III 



and from there to Alexander The Great, etc - check out the Peers Peerage 
Genealogical Society in London, it's all laid out there officially) all ties into big business, 
institutions, etc, who collectively carry the ancient dream of the round table and the 
holy grail (symbolism) for their creation of a earth wide Grand Plan End Time fulfillment 
of this/their self-fulfilling-prophecy, a One World Government, a ONE WORLD 
PRIVATISED Order Of "Good Guy" Freemasons brought forth from this one bloodline 
family now sitting at this round table led by Prince William ARTHUR.....Duke of Wank) 
overseeing a cashless economy based on quota. 
 
Basically it's the reincarnation of Manorialism with serfs and commoners under 
Landlords, Land Barons, etc, but all marketed/pitched today with updated "Feel Good", 
"Feel Right" guises of "Oneness", "All Is One", "One Earth", "One Consciousness", 
"Green", "Sustainability", etc, etc. 
 
It will look like the Federation behind Star Trek.  
 
These "Good Guys" defeated the "Bad Guys" who all came from the same sororities, 
fraternities, etc, as the "Good Guys". 
 
It's all ONE huge scam.   
 
These "good will" Freemasons came as missionaries, scientists, botanists, surveyors, 
military, linguists, historians, educators, etc, etc, visiting all the generally friendly 
undefined tribes of MAN on land and mapped out (documented) EVERYTHING about 
everything and when they finished doing this (up to 100 years or so), they then sent 
their armies and warships in to destroy the tribes. What remained after these invasions 
were then brainwashed into Defined versions of reality, "The System" of race, culture, 
creed, titles, status, standings, nations, colour, type, political stance, etc, etc, and 
Freemasons integrated amongst them all to influence each "sect" they crafted out of 
their inculcation of definitions forming the fantasies of their perceived realities. And 
then when required, set them at war against each other, Freemason against 
Freemason (WE WILL LEAD EVERY REVOLUTION AGAINST US) until today, 
through politics, commerce, religion, etc, etc, (The Freemasons behind the Roman 
Catholic Church and the Jesuits created the Koran, as one example of thousands) all 
to bring about the fulfillment of their One World Holy Grail.  
 
All the wars have always been waged against all of us - we all come from the invaded 
ancestors of these tribes/villages of MAN on land from all across earth.   
 
It really is a Judeo-Judaic Agenda, all of it rooted in the occults of black-magic.  
 
Example....... 
 



What you see/sense of the celestial bodies is true but everything explained to you 
about what you see/sense is not true. Definitions form the fantasies of perceived 
realities. Using definitions to argue for preconceptions is already the predetermination 
of a fake robotic life set amongst these notions that form the entertainment of "The 
System" (CULTS/SECTS) where these fantasies are played out in games of life and 
death.   
 
---- 
 
Tad Living in a world of spin  
 
keeping us" safe" is a common spin of comfort to follow Smart psychopaths. 
 
---- 
 
Sir Col - THE MAGIC MUSHROOM"  
 
American Military tactics is accepting 25% collateral damage as an acceptable level. 
 
Americans have killed more Americans in the name of freedom than any other country 
in the world. 
 
In other countries they call it Genocide - but in America it is necessary for the Freedom 
of their country. 
 
---- 
 
Tad Living in a world of spin  
 
I don't think we understand the scope in the way we have been manipulated 
throughout history. This Doc makes the Point that from early Roman times Many 
incidents of killing your own people and blame it on someone else --create outrage and 
a desire for massive populace desire for revenge is a standard classic way to create 
wealth for Armament Moguls. Happened right in front of our eyes in this one --humans 
being humans will always follow the Pied Pipers who can spin a storyline  to follow.  
 
The Science and stories of reputable people from many diverse sectors from all over 
the world is compelling. Look at the cover up responses from Bush Blair etc very week. 
The inability of people to read Science presented is incomprehensible to me. Very 
worrying when people dismiss independent expert opinion so easily. I wonder what 
does it take to make people one day accept the world is Round.  
 
---- 
 



Link:  http://www.1eyedeel.com/forum/topics/massive-9-11-must-watch-doco-mostly-
focusing-on-the-collapse-of 
 
We've been doing this Love For Life insight work intensely across the net and 
elsewhere since 2005, but its roots started in 1972. 
 
Arthur is completely out of "The System" since 2006, no longers performs under 
"NAME" in commerce.   
There are many videos to investigate here (a few more to come and that's it): 
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArthurLoveForLife/videos 
 
You can also deeply explore the all the FB alls we use, the best one is this one: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian 
 
We create food forest gardens too. Latest photos can be seen here: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217133980529708 
 
We are full on propogandists 
 
---------------------------   
 
Gary Gevisser  
 
is this your real name? 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Doesn't exist 
 
"NAME" is a huge lie. 
 
For now you can sense the living MAN Arthur 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
What is your education? 
 
Are you self-taught? 
 



Do you have any military training outside of reading? In other words have ever had 
direct communications with an organized military such as the British or Australian 
armies? 
 
Do you eat meat? 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
No, was sent to school 1962 to 1971, left it all when "15", "self taught" after that. and 
since 2005, have used ONLY the senses to make sense of everything going on which 
has nothing to do with alphabet thoughts/images/definitions... 
 
We are 100% vegan, 80% raw, no meat, dairy, processed, etc. 
 
The vessel was allowed to go back deep into the traumas of Satanic rituals through the 
clear connections with the intense sufferings of the vessel and through the water of our 
breath, and from there, with al the trauma running intensely through the vessel and 
through observation and using SENSES ONLY (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see), 
have produced the vast Love For Life insights we've been sharing for free without a fee 
since 2005. The vessel is currently obese by intention, This gifted work has come to an 
end. 
 
Have to go soon, have much to do. ?? 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
The last part is the most positive of course. 
 
Why don't you give your real name? 
 
Why do say "this gifted work has come to an end", which I happen to agree on, but Im 
interested to hear your reasoning. 
 
Also from your photos, you look fat; is that the case? 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 



Analogy, one foot in the light and one foot in the dark. This is where the vessel has 
been in the fiction of time since 2005. This is all coming to an end now with the soon to 
be released free e-book full of illustrations called "Defining Magnificence Into 
Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence". 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
Are you saying that you are obese on purpose? 
 
Are you saying that you are too preoccupied to pay attention to your food intake? 
 
---------------------------  
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Talking about freedom, truth, consciousness, life, reality, etc, are DEFINITIONS 
FORMING THE FANTASIES OF PERCEIVED REALITIES, with most trained/raised in 
"The System" to mimic definitions, thus remaining completely lost, intentionally 
designed by Occultists/Freemasons, leaves them mimicking it, unless they've really 
woken up to their senses.  
 
Living/being truth, walk-the-talk is where its all at now.  
 
Once we were clear on what actually is "The System"  and how it all really works down 
to the tiny nuts and bolts, 3,500+ intense debates with experts, professors, 
researchers, scientists, academics, theologians, etc, etc, since 2005, using scrutiny 
and going where the logic of truth/SENSE takes you  had us arrive where we are at 
now. 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
Okay, does that explain your choice of obesity and lack of self-constraint? 
 
I thought walk the talk meant you had to be sensitive to the world around you which is 
difficult for obese people who are mostly into themselves? 
 
Are there any FB friends of yours and mine like Beverly Mckinley who could help you 
out? 
 
Can you bring Beverly into this conversation? 



 
--------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
The wholeness of life is undefined, no defined rituals required ever about food, diet, 
etc. The wholeness of undefined life is unnumbered souls of consciousness being the 
undefined soul of the vessel in this MAN, no need to doubt it.  
 
Do you need to jump 10 feet across a room to grab your next breath?  
 
Of course not.  
 
The sun is still shining, nature is still producing abundance, in spite of how far fallen 
brothers and sisters have turned against undefined reality to destroy it through the 
defined images of fantasies they serve.  
 
When you get past all forms of doubt and uncertainty, there is no death before us, no 
right or wrong, left or right, up or down, within or without, no greater and less than, etc, 
etc.... AND we're not missing out on anything ever as the eternal soul of undefined life 
is before us always, AND, we are not answerable to anyone, ever, and we don't let 
another's motive to control and confine us to the definitions they offer, with or without a 
good heart, because they can't sense the living undefined MAN before them. They just 
want to change the leopard's spots - control freaks.  
 
When you really wake up, we are no longer on a journey heading anywhere from 
anywhere. 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
Are we still FB friends, because I can't find you at this moment? 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Recent post on the FB wall.......  
 
Throughout all the history of MAN'S existence until today, the greatest form of harm 
caused by MAN against another MAN occurs when a MAN is coveting another MAN. 
There is undefined MAN on land living in MAN'S undefined paradise with a MAN on the 
land over there and another MAN on the land over here, when one of them started 



dreaming to covet the other MAN on the land, and everything transpiring in-between a 
MAN on the land and another MAN on the land ever since this intention to dominate 
another MAN on the land began, is "The System", and every action, movement, 
thought and e-motion of MAN raised and living in "The System", is this malevolent 
intent in practice to covet, and in doing so, to dominate another MAN on the land.  
 
All of MAN is on the land of Paradise always, and the remedy is obvious, but most 
don't want to see it. They prefer this coveting of another MAN continues until nothing 
remains of the paradise of MAN on the land. In spite of everything they say and do, 
they are determined to completely destroy all of MAN'S undefined Paradise until 
nothing of paradise remains.  
 
Just as a seed is the vessel carrying the opportunity for life if it connects with earth, so 
goes the promise of eternal life embodied in the vessel of every child if it is truly free to 
be raised by nature with no one inside their head defining reality for them. When we 
define reality to a child, we are ensuring that the seed of the child's soul falls on the 
barren ground that has been provided for the child by those who covet the child. This is 
murder and on a mass scale is genocide. If the child does not create a soul then its just 
a robot-slave until the batteries run out and there is nothing left of life to move on with 
life forevermore.  
 
When anyone is raised in "The System", their vessel is left with only one shot to create 
an eternal soul, and this can only be done by creating a unique and original, undefined, 
living (live in) dream of life through the senses (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see) of 
your vessel. Once your vessel is deceased and if you haven't created a soul, then ITS 
ALL OVER and there is no turning back either.  
 
Every alphabet thought in your head and all the e-motions defined by alphabets will 
NEVER help you create an eternal soul, instead they are the coveting pavers of 
another MAN'S predetermination to keep you walking down "The System"  pathways 
where you remain as their soulless robot-slave until your batteries run out, and from 
there, end up on the many "system" junk piles of completely wasted lives, all for 
NOTHING, the result of unconscious misuse of free will they've always had since at 
least when they appeared in the womb.  
 
Thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts and every MAN was meant to be 
creating and living (live in) the unique original dreams they hold which can ONLY 
happen when they are raised by undefined nature with no one inside their heads 
defining reality for them.  
 
Instead they are kidnapped so they can be deeply inculcated into holding defined 
dreams they never created and from there, ONLY project and illuminate a copy of a 
dream-life they must mimic as robot-slaves to survive the fake existence designed by 
those occultists who invented "The System", and by those who now carry the baton of 



their founding fathers, high level Freemasons, to continue administering their 
ENFORCING affairs upon the lives of everyone they've kidnapped, and they do this to 
maintain their coveting and domination over every child-MAN from the womb until the 
grave.  
 
MAN was always meant to be UNDEFINED and never defined.  
 
The undefined soul of MAN is just a dream of life, a unique, original dream of 
undefined life (undefined consciousness).  
 
Hardly anyone raised in "The System" has an undefined dream of life, the soul.  
 
The "NAME" of the "person" (e-go) they raised in "The System" with all its adornments 
IS FAKE. Imagining their "person" having a living dream of life was defined for them in 
the first instance BUT there is nothing REAL there, because its fake, a fantasy.  
 
A copy will never be original.  
 
Every leaf is unique and original, every grain of sand is unique and original, every 
particle of air, every drop of water and every instance/moment is unique and original, 
never to be repeated, EVER.  
 
Where you see "samenes" you see deeply brainwashed robot-slaves lost inside the 
matrix of another MAN'S invention, and there they all are, completely lost and deeply 
confused. 
 
Gender, race, culture, creed, personality, etc, are all bullshit, they are all defined.  
 
MAN was never meant to be defined. 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
----- 
 
Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence Part 1 6th August 
2018 Live Facebook broadcast:  https://youtu.be/FMvHbHypRc8 
 
Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence Part 2 6th August 
2018 Live Facebook broadcast https://youtu.be/QvBPahPsjV0  
 
Parts 3, 4, 5, etc, of this final series of Love For Life insight videos being uploaded to 
the YouTube channel we use, are coming shortly. Until then, you can watch the 
Facebook version of part 3 (link provided below), that's currently being dissected, with 



far more information included to become parts 3, 4, 5,......, being uploaded to YouTube 
here:  https://www.youtube.com/user/ArthurLoveForLife/videos.   
 
Part 3 Facebook Version 
 
A native tree for example sings a song as part of a symphony of nature, so when you 
plant, for example, a silky oak, in a deforested paddock, wrecked further by agriculture 
and confined cattle grazing (erosion, balding earth, etc), the natural song of the tree 
sings to a vast variety of native birds who will come from wherever to sing their song of 
magnificence with the silky oak, all the while doing their droppings containing native 
plant seeds of so many types, and over "time", the symphony of native nature is 
arising, even through the blackberries, lantana and other "weeds" that protected the 
land from further erosion, and 30 years or so down the line, as long as MAN has not 
interfered, an abundant native forest returns with all the native creatures habitating 
where they were all meant to be.  
 
Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence Part 3 There's 
Nothing There  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/videos/10217120613795548  
 
Ritual Sacrifice Images that go with part 3 above: 
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10217122783569791&type=3 
 
List Of Love For Life Insight Videos found on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArthurLoveForLife/videos  
 
Until the Love For Life website is back on the net http://loveforlife.com.au, and we don't 
know when at this stage, you can still read our insight work on this Facebook wall: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian and in Scribd:  
https://www.scribd.com/user/1161671/Love-For-Life  
 
Image-Labels: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216234285237888  
 
Arthur & Fiona Cristian  
Love For Life 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
Do you think your fat body which says it is ill could mean you have an ill mind? 
 
--------------------------- 
 



Arthur Cristian  
 
It's at the 5000 limit but it will drop, over 4000 FB friends and multi thousands of FB 
followers have been removed by Intel over the past 4 years or so, Ghosting happens, 
messing with click counters in YouTube too. 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
What if it turns out that you are wrong, that your fat has interfered with your brain 
waves and that you are actually much dumber than you think? 
 
Do you ever recall when your body was healthy and it made love to your wife or have 
you always been fat since making love to your wife? 
 
Would you say that she is less or more a of a genius than you? 
 
... since first making love... 
 
Do you agree with my gorgeous F-C [Française-Canadienne] wife Marie, "Being a 
sperm donor or sperm recipient does not make you a good parent"? 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
You have a very long way to go, so that you can truly SENSE another MAN'S 
intentions, undefined dreams for life. Body shape has nothing to do with a MAN'S 
undefined soul. Instead others get caught up in personality cults trying to force others 
into defined boxes that suit their defined versions of reality where the control freak 
mechanisms of right and wrongs are played out throughout "The System". Those who 
worship personality cults have become vultures living off the current of another MANS  
life force energy because they all have, on all sides, broken wills. 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
Could you bring your 5000 FB friends into a live debate with me now, and lets help 
God expose all the hypocrites unless you think God knows exactly what she is doing? 
 
You appearance is very important because you are responsible for your deformities 
assuming you are in fact obese which you don't deny. 



 
You look like eating is your main preoccupation leaving you little time other than to 
listen to your fat diseased talkative cells. 
 
Could we continue this conversation on HOT AIR CURRENT [HAC] 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian    
 
You are offering pavers of definitions you want us to walk down, none of which are 
dreams created uniquely and originally by our undefined souls. Your God is a defined 
God and your arguments are of this defined God, all of it as NOTHING. Bring forward 
this God in first party, let's hear all these claims directly from the wagging tongue and 
wriggling fingers of this God (source of all your knowledge that executes authority and 
power over another MAN) and not from a MAN coming forward in 3rd party, with 
wriggling fingers and wagging tongue re-presenting this God ("You appearance is very 
important because you are responsible for your deformities assuming you are in fact 
obese which you don't deny. You look like eating is your main preoccupation leaving 
you little time other than to listen to your fat diseased talkative cells.") who can't come 
forward before the living and talk directly with the living from its tongue. Until them, 
everything you have on offer is fraud, is slander and are all lies.  All you are doing here 
is attempting to kidnap another MAN'S vessel so that you can impersonate it through 
anthropomorphism, in your image, making out all the life of this undefined MAN you 
are NOW impersonating under the image power of your claimed authority. where all 
your claims are streaming out of., claiming they are coming from this MAN when in fact 
you made it all up.    
 
Definitions form the fantasies of perceived realities. Using definitions to argue for 
preconceptions is already the predetermination of a fake robotic life set amongst these 
notions that form the entertainment of "The System" (CULTS/SECTS) where these 
fantasies are played out in games of right and wrong, health and not health, life and 
death., etc, etc. 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
Do you like the acronym HAC? 
 
BTW, what were the edits? 
 
--------------------------- 
 



Arthur Cristian  
 
Example of many, Bring forward "fatty cells", let's hear these claims directly from "fatty 
calles" and not from a 3rd party impostor. 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
We're rushing (Arthur & Fiona here) as we have other work to do and we have given 
you some of our precious waking life  but we must move on now. Can catch up later 
today or tomorrow. We are an extremely busy household, 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMvHbHypRc8&t=3137s 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvBPahPsjV0&t=2491s 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AujSN4aiAX8&t=435s 
 
So as not to leave you alone, the above is posted to leave you in contact with the living 
dreams of life we hold., the LFL insights we share. 
 
And sure, we are both very happy to have a live recorded chat online with both of you 
in the near future., possibly Google Hangouts as we post these live chats  up on the 
net for all the propaganda reasons/work we do. 
 
--------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
12:53 
 
Gary, you came blatantly with a motive that drives you, an energy you've mustered up 
of your will that brought you into this MAN'S "private" life, seeking to create 
controversies, chaos and conflict where there aren't any, and with a stranger, a MAN 
who you know nothing about, and yet you act as if you do. 
 
All you have been able to offer up thus far is a fully loaded smart-ass, know it all, 
arrogant prick. An ignorant, righteous and an indifferent peacock strutting around the 
yard, all of which shows you up very quickly as being a low life prick, a piece of scum 
throwing around make-believe accusations that will be impossible for you to back up. 
 
And you intentionally do this to a stranger who has never broken the peace with you, 
who has never injured you or committed a crime against you, etc, etc, and who you 



have never had any long-term, intimate private dealings with, business or not, and who 
you have never even lived with this MAN and this MAN'S family, and yet you act as if 
you are an expert about this MAN'S real life.  
 
Are you psychic as in do you practice black magic? 
 
Are you currently practicing the craft of remote viewing?  
 
Are you in the room with us observing everything going on in our "private" lives Gary?  
 
Just how do you really know?    
 
Coveting another MAN is the greatest sin of all, a sin that is a lie, that is a curse you 
are currently processing right now.   
 
You are currently so far in over your head right now because you are being ruled by a 
malevolent inspired e-go believing it has a good heart, when in fact its just a MAN of 
war bearing a deeply broken will seeking to covet another MAN just to feed the empty 
space where once there was soul you gave up long ago.   
 
Do you really enjoy getting a turn on fucking around with other people's lives, 
particularly strangers?  
 
What you are doing here in this MAN'S life is nasty as.   
 
Your motive/agenda relies on the weaknesses of others not strong enough to stand up 
against a piece of shit like you and tell you to fuck off.  
 
You currently act (show up) as a vampire, a vulture who prey's on the carcasses of 
another MAN'S life so that you can sink your venomous teeth into their vessel and suck 
the blood of their life energy out, and these most nasty and despicable routines you 
run, can only be gotten away with by targeting others who still have a broken will, are 
vulnerable and are deeply confused and really don't know who they really are.   
 
When I was younger and if you did what you did today, I would have belted the fuck 
out of you, piece of steel in hand or not.  
 
Today, this MAN does not need to harm another MAN in defence of whatever 
malevolent intentions that have come this MAN'S way, because this MAN just let's the 
curse of another confused, delusional and deeply lost MAN'S dreaming and let them 
fully experience what they are dreaming for, conscious or not. Let them 
have/experience it all IN THIS LIFE.  
 



Right now, every MAN (man, wombman, child) you have targeted to run this 
dominating, fantorgasmic vampire routine upon, and who are still under your hypnotic 
control, adds instant by instant to the curse you are now processing and there is 
NOTHING you can do to break it, that's unless you completely clean up this act, heal 
all the damage done, repay every cent taken from them + more, and apologise 
profusely to all of them, and with sincerity and purity in intention, have completely 
changed your ways so that you never act as a most nasty vampire, taking advantage 
of the vulnerable.  
 
Now fuck off. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
Gary Gevisser, Beverley Mckinley, Michael E. V. Knight, Joel Fojas Mariano 
 
10:16 
 
Gary Gevisser 
 
Beverly, Im trying to bring you into a very meaningful conversation with mutual friend 
Arthur Cristian. 
 
Are you available? Im not asking if you are ready to eaten alive by Arthur who might 
see his many children as a food source. 
 
Gary Gevisser added Michael E. V. Knight and Joel Fojas Mariano. 
 
Here is the tail end of the conversation so far: 
 
AC: 
 
You can also deeply explore the all the FB alls we use, the best one is this one: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
We create food forest gardens too. Latest photos can be seen here: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217133980529708 
 
Arthur Cristian added 196 new photos. 
 



Early Spring 2018 Love For Life Garden Below are links to a series of photo albums 
showing how a rental property in East Bowral with a land size of somewhere between 
1/10 and 1/16th of an acre around the house was transformed into a flourishing native 
and food garden producing 1.5 ton of living organic food per year, soon to be 2 ton per 
year with all the excess given away for free (and there is plenty of it during harvest 
times). All of this has been done with very little money since 2011/2012. The land was 
mostly all clay with rock and bulldozed work-site garbage underneath, with a struggling 
lawn that could not get properly established ---> no humus or topsoil because they 
bulldozed it all away when they developed the suburb of East Bowral. ?? 1. How It 
Looked Before We Started 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709374195440.10737
41842.1475329656&type=3 2. 9th & 10th January 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709055867482.10737
41840.1475329656&type=3 3. 12th to 15th January 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709300633601.10737
41841.1475329656&type=3 4. 15th Jan 2018 to 16th March 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215708811781380.10737
41839.1475329656&type=3 5. Working Bee Weekend Preparation 5th April 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215824720319021.10737
41843.1475329656&type=3 6. Building New Garden Bed 7th to 13th April 2018 - 1/2 
Way There: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215887526449135.10737
41844.1475329656&type=3 7. New Garden Bed Update 17th to 20th April 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215920640676970.10737
41845.1475329656&type=3 8. Garden Update 22nd to 27th April 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215991933019234.10737
41846.1475329656&type=3 9. Garden Update 27th June 2018 to 13th July 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10216458484602732.10737
41847.1475329656&type=3 10. Garden Update 17th July 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10216617405615658.10737
41848.1475329656&type=3&uploaded=14 11. Removal Of Leylandii Trees 28th July 
2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10216706916533375.1073741849.14753
29656&type=3 12. Early Spring 2018 Love For Life Garden: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217133427235876&type=
3&uploaded=196  
Communication between the real estate agent and us transpired between the 6th 
November 2017 and the 10th December 2017. As it provides a big picture into our 
intentions and motives for starting Love For Life, we thought it was time to share it in 
full. We've sanitised the details of the real estate agent. And since our reply, sent 10th 
December 2017, we've only received dead silence until we notified the agents 28th 
July 2018 of our intention to take down the Leylandii Trees and that we had done so. 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216639374644870 
 



 
Arthur Cristian 
 
We are full on propogandists 
 
Gary: 
 
is this your real name? 
 
AC: 
 
Doesn't exist 
 
"NAME" is a huge lie. 
 
For now you can sense the living MAN Arthur 
 
Gary 
 
What is your education? 
 
Are you self-taught? 
 
Do you have any military training outside of reading? In other words have ever had 
direct communications with an organized military such as the British or Australian 
armies? 
 
Do you eat meat? 
 
AC: 
 
No, was sent to school 1962 to 1971, left it all when "15", "self taught" after that. and 
since 2005, have used ONLY the senses to make sense of everything going on which 
has nothing to do with alphabet thoughts/images/definitions... 
 
We are 100% vegan, 80% raw, no meat, dairy, processed, etc. 
 
The vessel was allowed to go back deep into the traumas of Satanic rituals through the 
clear connections with the intense sufferings of the vessel and through the water of our 
breath, and from there, with al the trauma running intensely through the vessel and 
through observation and using SENSES ONLY (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see), 
have produced the vast Love For Life insights we've been sharing for free without a fee 
since 2005. The vessel is currently obese by intention, This gifted work has come to an 
end. 



 
Have to go soon, have much to do. ?? 
 
Gary: 
 
The last part is the most positive of course. 
 
Why don't you give your real name? 
 
Why do say "this gifted work has come to an end", which I happen to agree on, but Im 
interested to hear your reasoning. 
 
Also from your photos, you look fat; is that the case? 
 
AC: 
 
Analogy, one foot in the light and one foot in the dark. This is where the vessel has 
been in the fiction of time since 2005. This is all coming to an end now with the soon to 
be released free e-book full of illustrations called "Defining Magnificence Into 
Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence". 
 
Gary: 
 
Are you saying that you are obese on purpose? 
 
Are you saying that you are too preoccupied to pay attention to your food intake? 
 
AC: 
 
Talking about freedom, truth, consciousness, life, reality, etc, are DEFINITIONS 
FORMING THE FANTASIES OF PERCEIVED REALITIES, with most trained/raised in 
"The System" to mimic definitions, thus remaining completely lost, intentionally 
designed by Occultists/Freemasons, leaves them mimicking it, unless they've really 
woken up to their senses.  
 
Living/being truth, walk-the-talk is where its all at now.  
 
Once we were clear on what actually is "The System"  and how it all really works down 
to the tiny nuts and bolts, 3,500+ intense debates with experts, professors, 
researchers, scientists, academics, theologians, etc, etc, since 2005, using scrutiny 
and going where the logic of truth/SENSE takes you  had us arrive where we are at 
now. 
 
Gary: 



 
Okay, does that explain your choice of obesity and lack of self-constraint? 
I thought walk the talk meant you had to be sensitive to the world around you which is 
difficult for obese people who are mostly into themselves? 
Are there any FB friends of yours and mine like Beverly Mckinley who could help you 
out? 
Can you bring Beverly into this conversation? 
 
AC: 
 
The wholeness of life is undefined, no defined rituals required ever about food, diet, 
etc. The wholeness of undefined life is unnumbered souls of consciousness being the 
undefined soul of the vessel in this MAN, no need to doubt it.  
 
Do you need to jump 10 feet across a room to grab your next breath?  
 
 Of course not.  
 
The sun is still shining, nature is still producing abundance, in spite of how far fallen 
brothers and sisters have turned against undefined reality to destroy it through the 
defined images of fantasies they serve.  
 
When you get past all forms of doubt and uncertainty, there is no death before us, no 
right or wrong, left or right, up or down, within or without, no greater and less than, etc, 
etc.... AND we're not missing out on anything ever as the eternal soul of undefined life 
is before us always, AND, we are not answerable to anyone, ever, and we don't let 
another's motive to control and confine us to the definitions they offer, with or without a 
good heart, because they can't sense the living undefined MAN before them. They just 
want to change the leopard's spots - control freaks.  
 
When you really wake up, we are no longer on a journey heading anywhere from 
anywhere. 
 
Gary 
 
Are we still FB friends, because I can't find you at this moment? 
 
AC: 
 
Recent post on the FB wall.......  
 
Throughout all the history of MAN'S existence until today, the greatest form of harm 
caused by MAN against another MAN occurs when a MAN is coveting another MAN. 
There is undefined MAN on land living in MAN'S undefined paradise with a MAN on the 



land over there and another MAN on the land over here, when one of them started 
dreaming to covet the other MAN on the land, and everything transpiring in-between a 
MAN on the land and another MAN on the land ever since this intention to dominate 
another MAN on the land began, is "The System", and every action, movement, 
thought and e-motion of MAN raised and living in "The System", is this malevolent 
intent in practice to covet, and in doing so, to dominate another MAN on the land.  
 
All of MAN is on the land of Paradise always, and the remedy is obvious, but most 
don't want to see it. They prefer this coveting of another MAN continues until nothing 
remains of the paradise of MAN on the land. In spite of everything they say and do, 
they are determined to completely destroy all of MAN'S undefined Paradise until 
nothing of paradise remains.  
 
Just as a seed is the vessel carrying the opportunity for life if it connects with earth, so 
goes the promise of eternal life embodied in the vessel of every child if it is truly free to 
be raised by nature with no one inside their head defining reality for them. When we 
define reality to a child, we are ensuring that the seed of the child's soul falls on the 
barren ground that has been provided for the child by those who covet the child. This is 
murder and on a mass scale is genocide. If the child does not create a soul then its just 
a robot-slave until the batteries run out and there is nothing left of life to move on with 
life forevermore.  
 
When anyone is raised in "The System", their vessel is left with only one shot to create 
an eternal soul, and this can only be done by creating a unique and original, undefined, 
living (live in) dream of life through the senses (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see) of 
your vessel. Once your vessel is deceased and if you haven't created a soul, then ITS 
ALL OVER and there is no turning back either.  
 
Every alphabet thought in your head and all the e-motions defined by alphabets will 
NEVER help you create an eternal soul, instead they are the coveting pavers of 
another MAN'S predetermination to keep you walking down "The System"  pathways 
where you remain as their soulless robot-slave until your batteries run out, and from 
there, end up on the many "system" junk piles of completely wasted lives, all for 
NOTHING, the result of unconscious misuse of free will they've always had since at 
least when they appeared in the womb.  
 
Thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts and every MAN was meant to be 
creating and living (live in) the unique original dreams they hold which can ONLY 
happen when they are raised by undefined nature with no one inside their heads 
defining reality for them.  
 
Instead they are kidnapped so they can be deeply inculcated into holding defined 
dreams they never created and from there, ONLY project and illuminate a copy of a 
dream-life they must mimic as robot-slaves to survive the fake existence designed by 



those occultists who invented "The System", and by those who now carry the baton of 
their founding fathers, high level Freemasons, to continue administering their 
ENFORCING affairs upon the lives of everyone they've kidnapped, and they do this to 
maintain their coveting and domination over every child-MAN from the womb until the 
grave.  
 
MAN was always meant to be UNDEFINED and never defined.  
 
The undefined soul of MAN is just a dream of life, a unique, original dream of 
undefined life (undefined consciousness).  
 
Hardly anyone raised in "The System" has an undefined dream of life, the soul.  
 
The "NAME" of the "person" (e-go) they raised in "The System" with all its adornments 
IS FAKE. Imagining their "person" having a living dream of life was defined for them in 
the first instance BUT there is nothing REAL there, because its fake, a fantasy.  
 
A copy will never be original.  
 
Every leaf is unique and original, every grain of sand is unique and original, every 
particle of air, every drop of water and every instance/moment is unique and original, 
never to be repeated, EVER.  
 
Where you see "samenes" you see deeply brainwashed robot-slaves lost inside the 
matrix of another MAN'S invention, and there they all are, completely lost and deeply 
confused. 
 
Gender, race, culture, creed, personality, etc, are all bullshit, they are all defined.  
 
MAN was never meant to be defined. 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
-----------------------------  
 
Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence Part 1 6th August 
2018 Live Facebook broadcast:  https://youtu.be/FMvHbHypRc8 
 
Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence Part 2 6th August 
2018 Live Facebook broadcast https://youtu.be/QvBPahPsjV0  
 
Parts 3, 4, 5, etc, of this final series of Love For Life insight videos being uploaded to 
the YouTube channel we use, are coming shortly. Until then, you can watch the 
Facebook version of part 3 (link provided below), that's currently being dissected, with 



far more information included to become parts 3, 4, 5,......, being uploaded to YouTube 
here:  https://www.youtube.com/user/ArthurLoveForLife/videos.   
 
Part 3 Facebook Version 
 
A native tree for example sings a song as part of a symphony of nature, so when you 
plant, for example, a silky oak, in a deforested paddock, wrecked further by agriculture 
and confined cattle grazing (erosion, balding earth, etc), the natural song of the tree 
sings to a vast variety of native birds who will come from wherever to sing their song of 
magnificence with the silky oak, all the while doing their droppings containing native 
plant seeds of so many types, and over "time", the symphony of native nature is 
arising, even through the blackberries, lantana and other "weeds" that protected the 
land from further erosion, and 30 years or so down the line, as long as MAN has not 
interfered, an abundant native forest returns with all the native creatures habitating 
where they were all meant to be.  
 
Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence Part 3 There's 
Nothing There  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/videos/10217120613795548  
 
Ritual Sacrifice Images that go with part 3 above: 
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10217122783569791&type=3 
 
List Of Love For Life Insight Videos found on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArthurLoveForLife/videos  
 
Until the Love For Life website is back on the net http://loveforlife.com.au, and we don't 
know when at this stage, you can still read our insight work on this Facebook wall: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian and in Scribd:  
https://www.scribd.com/user/1161671/Love-For-Life  
 
Image-Labels: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216234285237888  
 
Arthur & Fiona Cristian  
Love For Life 
 
-------------------- 
 
 
Gary: 
 
Do you think your fat body which says it is ill could mean you have an ill mind? 
 
AC: 



 
It's at the 5000 limit but it will drop, over 4000 FB friends and multi thousands of FB 
followers have been removed by Intel over the past 4 years or so, Ghosting happens, 
messing with click counters in YouTube too. 
 
Gary: 
 
What if it turns out that you are wrong, that your fat has interfered with your brain 
waves and that you are actually much dumber than you think? 
 
Do you ever recall when your body was healthy and it made love to your wife or have 
you always been fat since first making love to your wife? 
 
Would you say that she is less or more a of a genius than you? 
 
Do you agree with my gorgeous F-C [Française-Canadienne] wife Marie, "Being a 
sperm donor or sperm recipient does not make you a good parent"? 
 
AC: 
 
You have a very long way to go, so that you can truly SENSE another MAN'S 
intentions, undefined dreams for life. Body shape has nothing to do with a MAN'S 
undefined soul. Instead others get caught up in personality cults trying to force others 
into defined boxes that suit their defined versions of reality where the control freak 
mechanisms of right and wrongs are played out throughout "The System". Those who 
worship personality cults have become vultures living off the current of another MANS  
life force energy because they all have, on all sides, broken wills. 
 
Gary: 
 
Could you bring your 5000 FB friends into a live debate with me now, and lets help 
God expose all the hypocrites unless you think God knows exactly what she is doing? 
You appearance is very important because you are responsible for your deformities 
assuming you are in fact obese which you don't deny. 
 
You look like eating is your main preoccupation leaving you little time other than to 
listen to your fat diseased talkative cells. 
 
AC: 
 
You are offering pavers of definitions you want us to walk down, none of which are 
dreams created uniquely and originally by our undefined souls.  Your God is a defined 
God and your arguments are of this defined God, all of it as NOTHING. Bring forward 
this God in first party, let's hear all these claims directly from the wagging tongue and 



wriggling fingers of this God (source of all your knowledge that executes authority and 
power over another MAN) and not from a MAN coming forward in 3rd party, with 
wriggling fingers and wagging tongue re-presenting this God ("You appearance is very 
important because you are responsible for your deformities assuming you are in fact 
obese which you don't deny. You look like eating is your main preoccupation leaving 
you little time other than to listen to your fat diseased talkative cells.") who can't come 
forward before the living and talk directly with the living from its tongue. Until them, 
everything you have on offer ios fraud, is slasnder and are all lies.  All you are doing 
here isd attempting to kidnap another MAN'S vessel so that you can impersonate it 
through anthropomorphism, in your image, making out all the life of this undefined 
MAN you are NOW impersonating under the image power of your claimed authority. 
where all your claims are streaming out of.  
 
Definitions form the fantasies of perceived realities. Using definitions to argue for 
preconceptions is already the predetermination of a fake robotic life set amongst these 
notions that form the entertainment of "The System" (CULTS/SECTS) where these 
fantasies are played out in games of right and wrong, health and not health, life and 
death., etc, etc. 
 
--------------- 
 
Gary 
 
Im calling this HAC [Hot Air Current]. 
 
--------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Suggest you copy over everything else missing for others to have full disclosure. 
 
--------------- 
 
Gary 
 
Arthur, please go ahead and do so. 
 
I thought I was saving you embarrassment. 
 
----------------- 
 
AC 
 
12:53 



 
Gary, you came blatantly with a motive that drives you, an energy you've mustered up 
of your will that brought you into this MAN'S "private" life, seeking to create 
controversies, chaos and conflict where there aren't any, and with a stranger, a MAN 
who you know nothing about, and yet you act as if you do. 
 
All you have been able to offer up thus far is a fully loaded smart-ass, know it all, 
arrogant prick. An ignorant, righteous and an indifferent peacock strutting around the 
yard, all of which shows you up very quickly as being a low life prick, a piece of scum 
throwing around make-believe accusations that will be impossible for you to back up. 
 
And you intentionally do this to a stranger who has never broken the peace with you, 
who has never injured you or committed a crime against you, etc, etc, and who you 
have never had any long-term, intimate private dealings with, business or not, and who 
you have never even lived with this MAN and this MAN'S family, and yet you act as if 
you are an expert about this MAN'S real life.  
 
Are you psychic as in do you practice black magic? 
 
Are you currently practicing the craft of remote viewing?  
 
Are you in the room with us observing everything going on in our "private" lives Gary?  
 
Just how do you really know?    
 
Coveting another MAN is the greatest sin of all, a sin that is a lie, that is a curse you 
are currently processing right now.   
 
You are currently so far in over your head right now because you are being ruled by a 
malevolent inspired e-go believing it has a good heart, when in fact its just a MAN of 
war bearing a deeply broken will seeking to covet another MAN just to feed the empty 
space where once there was soul you gave up long ago.   
 
Do you really enjoy getting a turn on fucking around with other people's lives, 
particularly strangers?  
 
What you are doing here in this MAN'S life is nasty as.   
 
Your motive/agenda relies on the weaknesses of others not strong enough to stand up 
against a piece of shit like you and tell you to fuck off.  
 
You currently act (show up) as a vampire, a vulture who prey's on the carcasses of 
another MAN'S life so that you can sink your venomous teeth into their vessel and suck 
the blood of their life energy out, and these most nasty and despicable routines you 



run, can only be gotten away with by targeting others who still have a broken will, are 
vulnerable and are deeply confused and really don't know who they really are.   
 
When I was younger and if you did what you did today, I would have belted the fuck 
out of you, piece of steel in hand or not.  
 
Today, this MAN does not need to harm another MAN in defence of whatever 
malevolent intentions that have come this MAN'S way, because this MAN just let's the 
curse of another confused, delusional and deeply lost MAN'S dreaming and let them 
fully experience what they are dreaming for, conscious or not. Let them 
have/experience it all IN THIS LIFE.  
 
Right now, every MAN (man, wombman, child) you have targeted to run this 
dominating, fantorgasmic vampire routine upon, and who are still under your hypnotic 
control, adds instant by instant to the curse you are now processing and there is 
NOTHING you can do to break it, that's unless you completely clean up this act, heal 
all the damage done, repay every cent taken from them + more, and apologise 
profusely to all of them, and with sincerity and purity in intention, have completely 
changed your ways so that you never act as a most nasty vampire, taking advantage 
of the vulnerable.  
 
Now fuck off. 


